
   REF °K

BIEN AIR Micro-motors °KLED507

Turbines °KLED508

CASTELLINI Micro-motors °KLED504

Turbine Quick Connect °KLED504

FLEX Micro-motors °KLED507

Turbines °KLED508

KAVO Instruments °KLED504

NSK Turbines °KLED510

SIRONA Micro-motors °KLED501

Turbines °KLED502

W&H Turbines °KLED516

Did you know?
Leds have a polarity: 
they only work in one 
and single mounting  

direction. If KLED does 
not illuminate, take it 

off, rotate it 180° and 
reinsert it on its base.

This does not work with 
KLED507 et KLED516 
for which  the electric 
wires +/- between the 

electric cord and the 
PCB must be inverted.

Perfect identification of yellows and reds:  
KLED highlights the caried dentin tartar, making for 
easier parodontal diagnosis and the pulp approach.  
No cyanosed aspect of the gingiva

lighting power  is 50% to 75 % better  than the 
genuine parts

Allows the diagnosis by transillumination 
(via a probe with optical fiber)

Plug and play: KLED simply takes the place of the 
genuine bulbs. Its base is identical to the one of the 
relative genuine bulb. 

lifelength is at least 12 time longer,  
and negligible electric consumption.

The right LED Colour for diagnosis and care

Led for rotary instruments

Colour temperature: 4 500K  / Sterilisable 135°  in  autoclave
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The right LED colour 
for diagnostic and care

KLED, Bulbs with LED for rotary instruments : 
30 000 lux, plug and play, light colour Neutral white: 
4 500K. KLED emit a neutral white colour that 
allows the vision of yellows (tarter/caried dentin) 
and reds (traumatic ulcer/dental pulp), without the 
"blue light" aspect that  LEDs in cold white emit.

Operating Light 
with LED.

The mouth 

Peripheral 
Lightings.

The clinic  

Bulbs with Led for  
instruments.

The teeth 

North Light.
General Lighting.

The surgery 

Degré K offers the 4 dental specific lighting ranges for :
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